The present paper identifies the mistakes made by a data driven Bengali chunker. The analysis of a chunk based machine translation output shows that the major classes of errors are generated from the verb chunk identification mistakes. Therefore, based on the analysis of the types of mistakes in the Bengali verb chunk identification we propose some modules. These modules use tables of manually created entries which are validated using chunk annotated and dependency annotated corpus. These modules are used to repair the Bengali verb chunks and subsequently to improve the quality of Bengali to Hindi transfer based machine translation system.
Introduction
Bengali is a verb ending language (in general). The features of a Bengali finite verb include tense, aspect, mood, person, emphasizer, and voice. Similarly, Hindi is also a verb ending language (in general) and the features of a Hindi finite verb include tense, aspect, mood, gender, number, person, emphasizer, and voice.
In a Bengali to Hindi chunk based machine translation system the chunk tags and chunk boundaries of the Bengali input sentence are identified by a baseline data driven chunker with the help of a model built from a manually annotated training data. We have annotated 9000 Bengali sentences (250K words) manually using a chunk tagset containing 11 tags. This baseline data driven Bengali chunker often makes mistakes in identifying chunk boundaries and chunk tags. These mistakes subsequently give rise to errors in chunk based Bengali to Hindi machine translation system. Specifically, the mistakes in the verb chunks are the source of a major class of translation errors.
This paper works to improve the tags and boundaries of the Bengali verb chunks returned by the data driven chunker in order to improve the machine translation quality. As a preprocessing stage, a large Bengali corpus is annotated by this data driven chunker. We analyze the output of this chunker to formulate the rules to correct the misidentifications of the Bengali verb chunks and created some tables required to implement the rules. This data driven baseline chunker combined with the rule based modification can be considered as a hybrid chunker. We evaluate the performance of both the data driven and hybrid chunkers in terms of precision, recall and f-measure. We also evaluate the applications of the data driven and the hybrid Bengali chunkers in a transfer based Bengali to Hindi machine translation system in terms of BLEU and NIST scores.
2
Related Work Pal and Bandyopadhyay (2012) The nature of formation of different kinds of Bengali chunks are described by Das et al. (2005) and implemented by Das and Choudhury (2004) . They have used the features of the arguments and predicates of the verbs to identify different chunks.
Due to unavailability of adequate training data, chunking for Bengali language has been attempted in rule based techniques. Bandyopadhyay and Ekbal (2006) have used some handcrafted Bengali specific rules to identify Bengali chunk boundary. These rules help in checking whether two neighboring POS tags belong to same chunk. The chunk tags are assigned based on the POS tags of the member words.
The task of identifying the chunks in Hindi sentences using syntactic rules has been carried out by Bharati et al. (1995) and using rewrite rules by Ray et al. (2003) . Vilain and Day (2000) have used the transformation rules in the identification of the chunk tags from the POS tags.
Language specific rules are used to improve the performance of the data driven chunkers in hybrid framework by Bhat and Sharma (2011) for languages like Hindi, Kasmiri, etc. Bengali specific rules can also be used as a postprocessor with the data driven Bengali chunker of Dandapat (2007 
Data Driven Chunker
We have implemented a data driven chunker that takes this 9000 sentence training data to build the model by implementing Conditional Random Field (CRF) of Lafferty et al. (2001) using the following feature set.
Word Features
2. POS And Chunk Features: POSi-2, POSi-1, POSi, POSi+1, CHUNKi-1. 
Analysis of mistakes of the data driven chunker
After analyzing the output of the data driven chunker we found that there are many errors. When we apply this data driven chunker to machine translation we found that some of these mistakes lead to errors in translation. As a post-processing step we are preparing rules to correct the Bengali verb chunks which affect the machine translation.
The types of mistakes in the identification of different types of Bengali verb chunks by this data driven chunker are discussed below. Based on the analysis we have categorized the verb chunk mistakes as follows.
1. Sometimes, the noun part of the complex predicate is kept outside the verb chunk by the data driven chunker. Again, the noun preceded by a verb chunk which is not the part of the complex predicate are kept inside the chunk. These kinds of mistakes are referred to as complex predicate related errors.
In the Bengali phrase 3. Sometimes, the data driven chunker tags some non-finite verbs in the VGNF chunks as finite verbs and sometimes as postpositions. In Bengali the nonfinite verbs of the form *a*e (bale, kare, dhare, etc.) are also used as finite verb. Similarly, the Bengali postpositions which are derived from verb root are also used as nonfinite verbs. These are referred to as VGNF related errors.
In the Bengali phrase ো ো (kathATA bale chale gela) [went after telling the words] the VGNF (bale) [telling] is tagged as VGF by the data driven chunker. Subsequently the Bengali phrase is translated to the wrong Hindi phrase ब ह ह य (bAta kahatA hai chalA gayA).
Handling mistakes of the data driven chunker
Based on observation of mistakes of the Bengali baseline data driven chunker we build the following list based modules to correct them.
Module of handling complex predicate related errors
The baseline transfer based Bengali to Hindi machine translation system translates the noun part of the complex predicate separately. We have prepared a list of Bengali complex predicates and their translations in Hindi. This parallel Bengali Hindi complex predicate list is used to solve the complex predicate related errors.
However, some of the complex predicates can be translated by translating noun part and verb part separately. Sometimes, this approach of translation leads to incorrect translations. Some of the Bengali complex predicates which needs to be translated as a whole and their translation in Hindi and English are listed in Table1.
Bengali Complex Predicate Hindi Translation English Translation

োপ ো
(ropana karA) 
Module of handling ambiguous representations
In a sentence when a (verb, verb) pair is represented as (VM, VM), then these two verbs are in two different chunks. In the (VM, VAUX) representation, the pair is in a single chunk. Similarly, if the first verb of the (verb, verb) pair be represented as PSP and the second verb as VM, then these two words are in two different chunks. To resolve these conflicts, we enlist the ambiguous verbs along with the features of their dependents. This list is referred to as the demand frames of the verbs. Demand frame of a verb enlists the features of its dependents in a tabular form.
In this list we have also stored the features of the nouns with whom the verb may be attached as postposition. For instance, the (theke) postposition may co-occur with the noun which has ' ' (ra) or '0' (Zero) suffix in the singular number. So, an entry in this list is " |0" (theke ra|Zero). In a Bengali corpus with 20,000 sentences, there are 103 different postpositions, out of which 11 are generated from verb root. These verb rooted postpositions are also used as non-finite verbs. These postpositions cum verbs are
(theke), ো (bhAbe)and য় (cheYe).
This manually created list is validated by finding the entries in the Bengali Treebank. The features of the dependents of the verbs in the list are compared with features of its dependents in the Bengali Treebank. Similarly, the features of the noun with whom a verb may act as postposition as described in the list are compared with features of the noun with whom this verb acted as postposition in the Treebank.
If the current (verb, verb) sequence and the features of the associated dependents exist in the list then the rule says that the sequence belongs to the corresponding representation.
Module of identifying misidentification of auxiliary verb POS tag
A list of Bengali auxiliary verbs is created manually. If the second verb of the (verb, verb) sequence is there in that list then this sequence may be used as a single chunk otherwise not. The same list is also used for checking the validity of the first verb as auxiliary verb. 
Evaluation
We have taken 13199 Bengali sentences for formulating the proposed rules. As a preprocessing stage, we have executed Bengali morphological analyzer and Bengali Partof-Speech tagger on these sentences. The rules are formulated based on the mistakes in the statistical chunking of these sentences.
Evaluating the performance of chunking
To test the performance of the proposed rules in correcting the chunks we have used 200 Bengali sentences from another distribution. The chunk tags and chunk boundaries in these test sentences given by the baseline data driven chunker are modified using the proposed modules in a sequential process. Amount of corrections of mistakes by each of these modules are given below. We have used demand frames for 312 Bengali verbs and for 11 Bengali post-positions. The module for handling ambiguous representations has improved the 21 chunks using these demand frames.
The list of 24 Bengali auxiliary verbs has been used in the module for identifying misidentification of auxiliary verbs by the POS tagger to improve 6 chunks.
The number of entries in each list and the number of chunk corrections in the test sentences are shown in Table 3 . The performance of the data driven chunker and the hybrid chunker (data driven chunker followed by modules) are shown in Table 4 in terms of precision, recall and f-measure. 
Name of the list Number of entries
Number of corrections
Evaluating the application of chunk modification modules in Machine Translation
Both the data driven chunker and the hybrid chunker are integrated into the Bengali to Hindi transfer based machine translation system. The translation system with the data driven chunker and that with the hybrid chunker show the effect of the proposed modules in the automatic translation of the Bengali sentences to Hindi.
Some of the example sentences with the chunk boundaries and chunk tags assigned by MO: ख़ बि रु यय मय ब ट < >_VGNF <ख ह >_VGF मं दद । (KUbasUrata kArukAryamaya tAlAba ghATa pIchhe chhorake kharA hai ma.ndira.)
Analysis: This is corrected using the rule that the verb িোাঁ ড় য় (dA.N.DiYe) can't be used as VAUX. Therefore, they must be in two different chunks. This rule is discussed in the module for identifying misidentification of auxiliary verbs.
The BLEU and NIST scores of the translations of 180 sentences in these baseline and modified MT systems are shown in Table 4 .
BLEU NIST
Baseline MT system 0.0988 3.3288
Modified MT system 0.1085 3.5087 
Conclusion
The chunk correction modules prepared for Bengali language can be adopted for similar other Indian languages, like Hindi. The lists required for these modules are easy to formulate. Whenever a mistake is found in the chunking then this can be resolved instantly by inserting some entry in these lists.
More modules may be developed by observing more data. These enhanced modules may also improve the performance of the chunking. However, more modules will also reduce the efficiency of the chunking.
